Prelims Focus 2018
POLITY AND GOVERNANCE

1.Consider the following statements :
i)The Supreme Court can only pass orders or decrees to do complete
Justice in matters involving the violation of the Fundamental Right .
ii)The Supreme Court is the ultimate protector of Fundamental Rights
and is not the Court of first instance to protect the Fundamental
Rights.
Which of the above statements are correct ?
a)i only
b)ii only
c)Both I and ii
d)Neitheri I nor ii

2.”Locus Standi “ which means “the right or capacity to bring an
action or to appear in a court “ is mandatory in , which of the
following ?
i)Prohibition
ii)Mandamaus
iii)Certiorari
iv)Quo-warranto
v)Habeas Corpus

a)i ,ii and iii only
b)iv and v only
c)ii , iii and v only
d)i and iv only

3. “ Recognition of Prior Learning Scheme “ is sometimes mentioned
in the news with reference to –
a)Certifying the skill acquired by construction workers through
traditional channels .
b)Enrolling the persons in Universities for distance learning
programs.
c)Reserving some skilled Jobs to rural and urban poor in some public
sector undertaking
d)Certifying the skills acquired by trainees under the National Skill
Development Program.

4.Which Principle among the following was added to the DPSP by the
42nd amendment to to the Constitution ?
a)Equal pay for equal work for both men and women
b)Participation of workers in the management of Industries
c)Right to work , education and public assistance .

d)Securing living wage and human conditions of work to workers.

5.Consider the following Statements-

i)Government has launched SANKALP & STRIVE Schemes to boost
Skill India Mission .
ii) SANKALP is a Centrally sponsored scheme including
support from World Bank .

loan

iii) STRIVE is a Central sector scheme, with half of the scheme
outlay as World bank loan assistance.
iv) SANKALP and STRIVE are outcome focused schemes marking
shift in government's implementation strategy in vocational education
and training from inputs to results.

Which of the above statements are correct ?
a)i and iv only
b)i only
c) i and ii only
d) All the above

[Refer next page for Answer Keys]

Answer Keys :
1. (d)
2. (a)
3. (d)
4. (b)
5. (d)

